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GRE/GMAT/LSAT Testimonials:
. . . Ben did an excellent job keeping things moving and covering all the material that
was important. . . . By test day I felt prepared and confident. I was still more nervous
than I can ever remember being, but as Ben had hammered home there were no
surprises and no tricks. . . I am happy to say that I improved 27 points [on the LSAT]. . .
. Any recognition that this letter may afford him is well deserved.
-David G
As my [LSAT] classes progressed, I realized more and more that this test was
manageable; it was conquerable; it was not the mental mess that I had previously
perceived it to be. In the end, I went into the test room as confidently as I had when
taking my first Kaplan diagnostic. This time, though, my confidence rested not on the
thought that lack of it would do me harm, but on sincere belief that I knew exactly what I
would be facing, and that I had put a lot of effort into feeling out this ground before that
day. . . . In the end, I scored higher [173] than I ever would have thought possible.
-Matt
I came to Ben after already studying on my own and with another tutor for the
LSAT. While my other tutor was helpful, I wish I could have used Ben from the
beginning. He helped me focus in on the areas where I needed improvement and
where I could make big point improvements in a short amount of time. He spent the
time to really prepare for each of our sessions and my specific needs by reviewing my
work ahead of time (something many tutors do not take the time to do!). He is also just
a genuinely good guy, which made studying more enjoyable. I have already referred
friends to him and will continue to do so in the future!
T
Ben helped me turn my weakest starting section into a perfect section on LSAT test
day. His sessions were well-tailored, focused, and incredibly helpful. Thank you Ben for
your guidance throughout the studying process and unwavering confidence in my
abilities! I couldn't be happier with my score.
-H [LSAT 173]
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Ben’s assistance during the law school application process was instrumental to my
success and to my acceptance at Harvard. Ben helped me dig into my past experiences
until my essay topics were original and genuine, and his constructive criticism
throughout the editing process helped me write a personal statement that I was proud to
submit. He was always quick to respond to questions with thoughtful advice and honest
answers. Still, he made sure I was driving every decision and in control of my own
process. I highly recommend Ben’s services.
-H
Ben was such a lifesaver when it came to the LSAT. I contacted him just 2 weeks
before my exam date and was able to go from averaging a 163 on practice tests to a
170 on the official exam. Ben was very helpful when it came to diagnosing what I
needed the most work on and focusing solely in those areas without wasting any time.
He was also a great help when it came to boosting my general confidence, since
practice questions/tests can sometimes do the opposite. I would highly recommend Ben
to any future test-takers I meet who feel a little lost and need an extra boost before
taking the LSAT.
-E
I am so thankful I was able to work with Ben to prepare for my LSAT. He helped me
focus on the areas where I needed the most improvement and my scores increased
significantly as a result of our work together. Beyond Ben's awesome tips and strategies
for each section of the test, his genuine support and confidence in my abilities fostered
a really positive LSAT experience for me and I was able to reach my goal score after
taking the test just once. I highly recommend him to everyone!!
-S
Ben’s help in studying for the LSAT was fantastic! He quickly showed me patterns in
my mistakes and I was able to improve my score way faster than I expected to. He
always made sure I understood where I went wrong and how not to make the same
mistake twice. I was able to get my final score up to a 166!
Seriously thanks so much :)
-J
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"Ben's tutoring helped me go from two scores in the upper 160's to a 178! He's always
friendly, reliable, and professional, and he knows everything there is to know about
conquering the LSAT. Whenever I was confused about a particular question, he was
able to explain why the right answer was right and the wrong answers were wrong, as
well as provide helpful hints for how to approach that question type in the future. He
also gave me plenty of excellent advice on how to modify my study plan to suit my
needs and goals. I would highly recommend Ben to anyone looking to improve their
LSAT score."
-R

